Magnetel® Light Module Installation Instructions

Notes:
- 0023S00031/0023S00032 Light Module is only compatible with the 4” Fluorescent Dial (5APKS03045 or 5APKS03079)
- 0023S00033 Light Module is compatible with the 4” Standard Silver background Dial (5ANTS03047)

1) Unscrew and remove existing cover screws from Magnetel® 4” R3D® Dial

2) Gently pop out existing cover plate and remove plug

3) If strain relief is required, insert strain relief clip into U-shaped slot in crystal.

Note: Strain relief clip is only required if there is no Remote Monitoring plug-in module. Relief clip is not needed if Light Module and Remote Monitoring are utilized simultaneously. See step 5 where Remote Monitoring Plug-in module is snapped onto the dial.

* Materials and specifications are subject to change without notice.

See reverse side for dimensional data, materials of construction, performance, and advice on how to order.

The Measure of Excellence
4) Twist Cable so jacket is at or above tab edge (see below) to ensure cable is strain relieved after light module assembly is snapped onto crystal.

5) Snap Light Module cover onto crystal.

6) Re-insert screws back into cover using torque of 6 in.-lbs

7) Connect wire leads to truck power (typically through trailer light system).

Note: Wires are non-polarity sensitive.